on the boundary of dD [ 1, 2] . In addition there is a singularity at a specified point P, = (0, CL,.) in the (0, a) plane of the order I~u,-iu,l-lH+i~~(o-(T,)I p (1.3) where Q = 4 or $, depending on the particular problem being investigated. The variables 0 and c are related to the flow angle 0, and speed q, of the flow in the physical domain. Examples of domains which will be considered in this paper are illustrated in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2. They arise from flows about profiles with and without stagnation points, respectively. A class of domains for which existence of solutions is guaranteed is described in Section IV.
The function K= K(a) has the properties (i) K'(o)>0
(ii) oK(o)>O. D agree on aD\C, and have the same asymptotic behavior at P,, with Q = t, then they must agree along the remainder of the boundary C. This leads to a contradiction, unless we drop the hypotheses on the continuity of u.
The uniqueness of solutions to the gap problem can be proved in two ways, either by explicit construction of functions called multipliers and the FIG By using a theorem of Lax and Phillips [6] , Morawetz was able to show the weak solution was in fact strong, in the sense of Friedrichs. Using this, she was able to show that the strong solution, obtained by Hilbert space methods, was unique [S] .
The question arises as to whether multipliers can be found for domains which are not of this special form. This is important, since the global existence of multipliers for a given domain is equivalent to the existence of weak solutions for (1.5) . In Section II, we show that the existence of multipliers reduces to the solution of a system of differential inequalities in D and along the boundary aD. We will solve these inequalities in the case K(a) = sgn(a) + &k(o), &>O (1.7)
where k is a continuous function with k'(o) > 0, k(0) = 0. We shall call Eq. ( 1.1) where K = K(a) is given by a function of the form (1.7), an equation of Lavrent'ev-Bitsadze type. We initially investigate the special case K(a)=sgn(o)+aa, &>O (1.8) in a domain where the boundary is convex for cr< do, for some o,>O. At this point we mention briefly various approaches which have been developed in order to study boundary value problems for equations of mixed type.
In the u-b-c method, the solution of the boundary value problem is reduced to the solution of a system of differential inequalities. These inequalities are of two types: those which hold in the interior of the domain and those which hold along the boundary. As we will demonstrate in this paper, it is the boundary differential inequality which is in general most restrictive.
The a-b-c integral method was first formulated by Friedrichs [9] , and has been subsequently modified by others. The approach we follow is that of Morawetz [S] . Friedrichs' original approach, in terms of symmetric positive linear differential operators, has been extended by Chaohao in [lo] . The u-b-c method has also been extended to multiplication by integral operators by Didenko in [ 111. Finally, we also note recent work by Schneider [ 12, 131 on existence and uniqueness using the a-tic method.
Several other methods have been developed for special domains and boundary conditions. The Tricomi, generalized Tricomi, and Frank1 problems have been reduced to the solution of Fredholm integral equations with singular kernels [14] . This was, in fact, the earliest approach to a boundary value problem of mixed type, dating back to Tricomi's original paper [lS] of 1923.
Alternately, one can transform the boundary conditions along the hyperbolic boundary to boundary conditions along the curve where the equation changes type. This curve will be called the parabolic line. The resulting equations are elliptic-parabolic, but the boundary conditions along the parabolic line become non-local. This approach has been used by Osher [16] to solve equations of Lavrent'evBitsadze type in domains whose hyperbolic portion consists of triangularly shaped regions bounded by at least one characteristic. An example of the type of boundary conditions which result is:
where y = 0 is the parabolic line. A number of other conditions on the solution and its normal derivative on the parabolic line (so called "gluing conditions") have been formulated and the resulting boundary value problems solved. Other non-local boundary conditions of the type studied by Bicadze and Samarskii [17] have been formulated and solved in special cases.
Finally, both the classical Tricomi, generalized Tricomi, and Frank1 problems have been solved by methods involving a priori estimates, and by finite differences. An extensive bibliography of methods developed for mixed equations can be found in [ 141.
As Morawetz has shown [3] , prescribing boundary data along an entire non-characteristic hyperbolic boundary curve often leads to an over-determined ill-posed problem. A number of interesting physical situations lead to such boundary value problems however. The u-b-c method has been successfully applied to such full-boundary value problems, but only for special domains [5] .
In this paper, we solve the full-Neumann problem for an equation of Lavrent'ev-Bitsadze type for a class of domains, a subset of which are convex. The solution of the differential inequalities depends strongly on the geometry of the domain in the neighborhood of the parabolic boundary points. This dependence is examined in detail in Section II. Systematic methods for constructing multipliers in the hyperbolic region are developed and the role of the boundary differential inequality in the hyperbolic region is also examined in detail in Section IV. Finally, in the last part of the paper, we extend K(a) to functions of the type (1.7), and relax the convexity requirements away from the boundary points where the equations change type.
II. REDUCTION TO A SYSTEM OF DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES
With the substitution a1 = uO and u2 = u,, Eqs. (l.l), (1.2a), (1.2b) In order to prove the existence of weak solutions to (2.1), we seek an inequality of the form I1411P~C2 IIL4IIQ (2.4) for smooth 4 lying in a suitable linear subspace. P, Q are matrix norm weights and define the norms lldll;= UN P4) ll44l; = (Q&4 QJV).
Inequality (2.4) is actually implied by the stronger inequality (2.5) To see this, we use Schwarz's inequality V'h WY" d 4QLh QU)" (2.6) which is equivalent to (2.4). Inequality (2.5) suggests an integration by parts, while (2.4) suggests applications to a uniqueness proof. When an expression such as is integrated by parts, the boundary integral over aD may not be easily treated. To introduce an additional degree of freedom, we make a change of dependent variable, Inequality (2.5) then becomes
The vectors $ satisfy either ( V$)l = #i = 0 or (V+)* = & = 0 along aD. Inequalities (2.7) and (2.5) are essentially equivalent, and both imply (2.4). Morawetz, in [S] , treats a special case of (2.7), with m= I. The differential inequalites resulting from investigating (LV$, $) prove to be simpler to solve than the inequalities for W= V-' in (2.5). We follow this choice also.
Without loss of generality, the inequality we therefore wish to show is where 4 = V$ lies in a linear subspace, S, whose members satisfy Let W= -P-*6, then
, that is, for all 4 in S. This implies that W = -P ~ '8 is the desired weak solution. To summarize, the existence of weak solutions for (2.1) follows from the inequality (2.8) considered on a suitable subspace S of functions. In order to derive an inequality of the form (2.8), we must of course lind the matrices V and P. Let b and c be two continuous, piecewise continuously differentiable functions and set v= (2.10) The following lemma gives sufficient conditions, in terms of b and c, which ensure the existence of matrices V and P satisfying (2.8). If two functions b and c satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 exist, then we call these functions multipliers. The solution of the differential inequalities implies the existence of multipliers, which in turn implies inequality (2.8), which guarantees the existence of a weak solution to (2.1), (2.2b).
If instead of (2.2b), (2.2a) holds on the boundary, the only modification to Lemma 2.1 is that bda-cd080 (2.16) replaces (2.15).
We prove Lemma 2.1 by integrating by parts, using the fact that In most cases we will be able to choose P, = G(A,,)"*, P* = &4**p* for some suitably small 6.
Q.E.D.
III. SOLVING THE DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES OF LEMMA 2.1 IN A SPECIAL CASE
In order to solve inequalities (2.11)-(2.15) in a domain containing both elliptic (cr > 0) and hyperbolic (0 < 0) regions, we find it convenient to consider each region separately. Initially we consider the case K(a) = sgn(o) + ~0, E > 0.
By means of the substitutions F,=b, Fz=c, ,u=6 ,/%@do, L=t?+ip inequalities (2.11 t(2.15) become
where with 11~1 Q ia. F is almost an analytic function. More precisely, by Bers' similarity theorem for pseudo-analytic functions of the first kind [7] , we may write the solution of (3.9) as This particular construction for the multipliers in the elliptic region, u > 0, originated with Morawetz [4] .
We note in passing that Bers' representation theorem is valid uniformly in p > 0 for the Signum case. However, if j?(u)-p -', then functions satisfying inequality (3.6) cannot necessarily be represented in the form (3.10) with s bounded as p -+ 0 +. Consequently, the zeros or singularities of such a function need not be those of an analytic function, (or even isolated). A simple example is F= ipl. This function satisfies 1 Fxl < (l/p) Im F in the region 12) = 10 + ipj Q 28 = 2 Re I, yet vanishes identically on p = 0. This is an indication of the difficulties met when one examines the solution of (3.6) near the sonic line ,u = 0.
For equations of Lavrent'ev-Bitsadze type, multipliers can be generated which are analytic in p > 0. This simplifies the analysis considerably, since an analytic function is determined by the values of its real (or imaginary) part on the boundary of D + .
If F is analytic, inequality (3.6) is satisfies automatically, since Fx = 0 in D+. In order to satisfy the remaining inequalities we prescribe the argument of F in such a way that OdargFGx (3.11) and O<argF+arg&<rc (mod 271) (3.12) along the boundary of D + . If (3.11) holds along aD +, then (3.11) is satisfied in D+, by the maximum principle for harmonic functions. The solution of (3.6)-(3.8) therefore reduces to satisfying (3.1 l), (3.12) along the the boundary.
In the Signum case, where K(a) is discontinuous across the sonic line 0 = 0, we require that c = 0 on (T = 0 in order that no contributions result from an integration by parts in (2.18). The imaginary part of F, F2 = ,,k c, therefore vanishes, which yields arg F= 0 or n along p = 0. We will refer to the intersections of the boundary with the line c = 0 as sonic points.
We are looking for matrix weights P which have a zero or pole only at the sonic points, consequently we require that arg F be continuous along p = 0. Inequalities (3.11), (3.12) follow by prescribing arg F according to the following:
(i) On intervals where 0 < arg dd < rc we prescribe arg F in such a way that O<argdL<argF<rr.
(3.13)
(ii) On intervals where n < arg dA < 271 we prescribe arg F so that
O<argF<argdi-n<x. (3.14)
Along portions of the boundary where (3.13) is valid O<argF+argdJ=argF-argdL<n.
Along portions of the boundary where (3.14) is valid -21t<argF-argdL=argF+argdJ< -rc.
Therefore 0 < arg F< E in D + and (3.12) is satisfied. If the quantity arg(dk) is a Holder continuous function of arc length, we may without loss of generality consider arg F to be Holder continuous as a function of arc length along the boundary. Inequalities (3.13) and (3.14) constrain arg F to be either 0 or rc when arg dA + 0 (mod n). If the boundary is convex at these points arg F will in fact be discontinuous. If the boundary is continuously differentiable at these points, then F will have either a zero or pole of order one. If the boundary is convex upward, we have The case where F vanishes leads to matrix weights P which vanish also, which leads to norms which are weaker than L,. We examine this in more detail.
If If da = 0 at a point along the boundary of D + then we have -c d6 ,< 0 at this point. If furthermore d0 < 0, we conclude that c 60 at this point. Inequality (3.7), however, forces c to be positive in D + . Therefore, if c is continuous at this boundary point, it necessarily vanishes. This shows that the matrix weight vanishes for those points where the smooth boundary curve p = ~(0) attains a local maximum. These points correspond to points along the profile where the speed attains a local minimum in the subsonic region. The weak solution obtained by the method of multipliers may have a non-physical singularity at these points. This situation is a necessary consequences of seeking global solutions of the differential inequalities (2.11 t (2.15). In a future paper, we will show how to obtain weak solutions of (2.1) by solving the differential inequalities on an appropriate subdomain of D. In this way we avoid the difficulties associated with constructing global multipliers. The behavior of the multipliers (and consequently that of the matrix weights) near the sonic point yields important information about the nature of possible singularities in the weak solution. Without loss of generality, consider the case where arg F = 0 on p = 0, which places the zero of F at the left sonic point P,. At the right sonic point P, we must have, by (3. Q.E.D.
Once we have such multipliers, we can scale them by co l so that without loss of generality we shall take in cr > 0 may be written as F, dp-F,de<O or, since de > 0, dcL F, a-F,<O.
(3.17)
We assume the boundary is convex upward and piecewise C3; therefore p = p(e) = ke + rce* + 0(e3) ( Expanding, we find that to lowest order e*(-ak(l+k*)+K)<O is necessary. This implies that given the hodograph boundary iJD +, which determines k and JC, a must satisfy
We will see later that for the multipliers to be continued into the hyper- We therefore have, as a necessary condition for our methods to work, Condition A. At the left sonic point 8 = 8i, the boundary satisfies If Condition A is satisfied, then by choosing arg F= arg(A + aA2), with a1 < a < a2 on a neighborhood of the boundary 8D + near 8 = 8, = 0, and prescribing arg F to satisfy (3.13), (3.14), with arg F= 0 on p = 0, then multipliers are generated in D + .
The methods we develop in Section IV will allow us to satisfy the interior differential inequalities (2.11 k( 2.14) uniformly in some subdomain p* < ~6 0 of the hyperbolic half plane. The remaining boundary inequality, (2.15), after being satisfied locally by means of Condition A, will be satisfied on the remainder of the boundary if it is flat enough. This turns out to be a rather involved condition on the quantity [$(0)/~(0)l away from the sonic points. The details are given in the next section.
To summarize, we have a family of multipliers defined in D + depending on two parameters a and y. Some of the more important properties are the following. The constants bo, aI, aZ, Ymin, ymax depend on the domain under consideration, but are fixed in a given problem.
We show in the next section that the properties given in (3.22), along with the choice K= K(a) = sign(a) + EC, E > 0, are sufficient to allow us to extend b and c continuously into the hyperbolic region PC 0 in such a way that the interior differential inequalities are satisfied uniformly for p*<pLO, where p* depends only on E. The remaining inequality, necessary to prove existence of weak solutions, will be satisfied if the boundary satisfies two geometrical conditions, one local and on non-local.
IV. THE SOLUTION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL INEQUALITIES IN THE HYPERBOLIC REGION, ,u<O
With the substitutions F, = b, Fz = /Kl 'I2 c, p = J; 1K1 I/' da, inequalities (2.11 k(2.15) can be transformed into canonical form. F, dp-F2de>0 The remaining boundary inequality dp (u+u)--(u-u)>0 d6 in more diffkult to satisfy, and places restrictions on the boundary aD -, which we will deal with next.
We note that in D This implies that the boundary inequality F,dp-F2d8>0 (4.4) is satisfied if d0 > 0, and dp >O along portions of the boundary. This is satisfied in particular, near the right sonic point 8,, where dp/dtJ > 0.
Extending the multipliers into D -reduces to satisfying (4.11) along the boundary, in a neighborhood of the left sonic point, where F, and F2 vanish.
We rewrite (4.11) as a formal condition on the boundary p = d(0) in D -. Since dtl > 0 and u + u > 0, (4.11) is equivalent to dp u-u z'u+u Or where 2' is defined by 469 4(e)) -u(R 4(Q) y(eF 4(e))= u(6, (b(6)) + u(e, 4(e))' The boundary cYD ~ may not be compatible with every continuous extension of the multipliers into D -. Given t?D-, (4.25) places a restriction on the set of allowable extension. In fact, we will see that if a certain condition at the left sonic point is not satisfied, no extension is possible by means of the methods outlined in Section IV. We will therefore derive a set of sufficient conditions on the boundary aD -in terms of the constants bo = e +& ue(R 0) *. . Integrating the differential equations (4.13) (4.14) with g given by (4.26) we obtain u(8,p)=O+p+a~2+2aBp+ a+: p2+ ... We want dp/de > LZ'(e, d(e)), that is, k + 2Ke , (ke + Ke*)( i + (1/2)~(ke + ~e*))( 1 + 2a8) + . . . 0 + a(e2 + (ke + Ke*)* + . . . )
To lowest order, we obtain e*[K--ak+ak3-+&k*]>O that is,
hence the requirement (4.27) This however, is guaranteed by Condition A, (3.21).
Since inequality (3.21) is strict, we can find an a satisfying (4.27) strictly, and by continuity, there exists some interval (rcr , x2) so that the quadratic curves 4, = ke + Ko2,
satisfy (4.25) on some O-interval 8, < 8 < 8*, where t3* depends on E, k, K.
In fact we can choose some slightly smaller subinterval 8, < 0 < O** on which for (4.28) . If the supersonic boundary is twice differentiable, in p < 0, near 0 = 8i, and Condition A is satisfied, then e** can always be found such that (4.29) holds. The interval [e,, 0**] is a measure of how large a neighborhood the pointwise condition at the left sonic point extends to yield the desired boundary inequality.
Given the values of b and c on p = 0, u(0,O) = u(0, 0) = b(8,O) is determined. This in turn gives Z(9, p) for ,u < 0. Given some choice of rci , rc2, ICI < Ic < lc2, a suitable choice of 0** can then be found.
We now give sufficient conditions on dD-in order that (4.25) be satisfied on the remainder of the boundary 0** < 8 6 t$. We need the following bound on LZ'. (4.32) then dd(tQ/de > Lf* > z(t3,4(e)) on e* < 8 < ej. Since dtj/de ~0 on ej < 8 < 612, and 9(8, d(0)) < 0, we automatically satisfy (4.25). Therefore requiring d&@/de > Y*(f3*) on 8* < 0 < (!I3 is a suffkient condition for (4.25) to hold on 0* < 8 < 8*.
We now formulate Condition B.
Condition B. There exist 8*, tI** satisfying e1 < 8* < P* < 8, < 8, such that Condition B is a sufficient condition for the boundary inequality to hold on the entire boundary. We therefore summarize our results in the following theorem. 
which is equivalent to k>+c(l+k')>O which implies the boundary is convex upward. However, Condition A can still be satisfied if k-=,l;y+ $<k+ =,ty+ $<O provided d2,u/d0* is also allowed to be discontinuous. In this case, the boundary is no longer locally convex at the left sonic point. Condition B is motivated by the observation that (4.25) is satisfied automatically when dp/de = 4'(e) = 0. Therefore if the supersonic boundary is flat enough, far enough away from the left sonic point, then the boun-dary inequality is satisfied. Condition B is a shallowness condition. In the next section, a specific example is discussed which illustrates Conditions A and B, and results are extended to more general domains and density functions K(a).
As in Morawetz's result [5] , it follows from a theorem of Lax and Phillips [6, Theorem 1.11 , that the weak solution is in fact strong, in the sense of Freidrich, away from the parabolic line, 0 = 0.
V. AN EXAMPLE OF A CONVEX HYPERBOLIC DOMAIN WITH EXPLICIT MULTIPLIERS
We consider a domain whose boundary, in the region cr < o,,, is given by the quadratic expression for some o0 >O. We also examine region by the choice e,)(e-w> 6>0 This places an upper bound on 10, -@,I in terms of E. We can explicitly compute the multipliers F, and F2, in p < 0, by means of the ansatz (4.16). After a tedious calculation, which we omit, we obtain We shall assume that /I is small with respect to lo2 -8,I, more precisely that:
0<~<le~-e,1~4i. (5.9) We will show that the boundary inequality F,dp-F,de>O holds along the entire boundary 8D -= L?D n { p < O}.
Since /I is small, we treat the inequality as a perturbation of the inequality obtained when B = 0, that is, with ci = 1, c2 = 42, c3 = c4 = 0. For the quadratic boundary given by (5.1): dp/de = 6(2e-(e, + e,)) = s[(e -e,)
The boundary inequality with B = 0 simplies to O<F, dp-F2de=6(e-e,)2 + (0 -e,)i.
e-4)
+~(e-e~~+~P(e-el~(e-e2)2+~(e-e2) + F P(e -e,)3 + T (e -e,)2 (e -e2)3
+~(e-el~(8-e2~'a(e-e2)-~ &6(e-e2)2 -T s(e-e,)(e-e2) I . Perturbing the constants cl, c2, c3, cd will affect the choice of C in (5.11).
The singularity that occurs in !I(%, 0) as 8 approaches 8, actually helps. This follows since F,(%, p) > 0, F2(%, p) < 0 in D -, and & > 0, d% > 0 as we approach e2 along the hyperbolic boundary. For this particular example, the local condition, Condition A, extends to the entire hyperbolic boundary. Condition B is satisfied trivially since the hyperbolic boundary itself is quadratic.
The boundary must satisfy (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.9) . Given E > 0, which defined K(o), we need This says that the curvature of the hyperbolic boundary must be sufficiently large, but the width must be sufficiently small, in order for multipliers of the type considered in this paper to exist.
One could consider a sequence of boundaries with I%* -%I 1 increasing (see Fig. 5.1 ), corresponding to gradually increasing qm. Multipliers, of the type considered here, would continue to exist till I%, -%I[ became too large. After this point, different methods would be necessary to obtain existence of multipliers in the domain D. Therefore, to within a small constant, we may choose the norm weights according to (6.2) As can be seen from (6.1), (6.2), the norm weights pi and p2 will have qualitatively the same behavior as F2 = Im F. As mentioned previously, this leads to the vanishing of pi and p2 at points on the hodograph boundary where p = ~(0) attains a local maximum, (equivalently, where the speed q attains a local minimum on the profile.)
Near the right sonic point, we have In both cases, the norms vanish like O(lfil) as we approach the 0 axis (the sonic line), away from the sonic points themselves. This implies that the weak solution might not lie in L, in a neighborhood of the sonic line.
We remove this possibility by improving the norms in the hyperbolic region. We do this in the following manner.
If we define two functions bde, PL) = w) 0, PI = 0 (6.6) in (6.11) Equation (6.5) continues to remain valid in a neighborhood of 8 = e2.
In conclusion, the weak solution o of (1. Several comments are appropriate at this point. The first is that the methods we have used are completely symmetric in terms of 8, and 02. Interchanging the role of 8,) e2 places the zero of the multipliers at the right sonic point. Consequently a weak solution is generated with (possibly) non-L, behavior at the right sonic point. Neither the norm estimates or boundary conditions eliminate this possibility. In [8, Chap. 73 it is indicated how a certain boundary integral (corresponding to the drag), and the requirement that it be positive, eliminates the singularity at the forward sonic point on the profile.
Secondly, the existence of multipliers of the type considered in this paper depends on the construction of analytic multipliers F, + iF2 in the elliptic region p > 0. As long as the hodograph boundary is Holder continuous (as a function of arclength), the argument of F may be prescribed in such a way that the differential inequalities are satisfied as well as the properties listed in (3.22) . The elliptic boundary need not be convex away from the sonic line p = 0. Local maxima or minima give rise to zeroes or poles in F, and in the norm weights p1 and p2.
In the neighborhood of ,U = 0 we still require Condition A at the sonic point where the multipliers vanish. This is necessary for local existence of multipliers. We may replace Condition B by any condition which guarantees that the boundary inequality is satisfied on the remainder of the hyperbolic boundary. This would allow the curvature to change sign on some interval Z, as long as max, I&/d@ is small enough.
The existence of multipliers depends heavily on the local geometry of the domain in the neighborhood of the sonic points.
Lastly, we note that the function K = K(o) appears explicitly in the differential inequalities (3. The major obstacle encountered in extending the existence theory to the more general case where K(a) vanishes at (T =0 is that p(p) becomes infinite, and that a local geometrical condition no longer appears sufficient to yield local existence of multipliers in a neighborhood of the sonic points.
